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Elden Ring, the fantasy action RPG, originally released in Japan in December 2012. The game is developed
by Chunsoft and published by Koei Tecmo in North America and Europe. It currently has two versions: the

PlayStation®3 and PS Vita versions, and the PlayStation®4 version. Players take on the role of an
adventurer named Tarnished who rises to fame after defeating the God of Destruction. The fate of the
game will take place between two eras, the past where the God of Destruction was defeated and the
present where Tarnished fights the God of Destruction again and the rebirth of the Overlord. ABOUT

CHUNSOFT: With some 160 titles and a reputation for creating highly detailed titles with intense
gameplay, Chunsoft has been creating unforgettable JRPGs for the Japanese market since 1986. Its past
titles include classic titles such as G.S., Get Backers!, and Parasite Eve, which became a cultural icon in

Japan, and are currently revered as legendary titles. Chunsoft also produces the "ActRaiser" series on the
PlayStation®3 system for overseas fans. In 2015, the company acquired the Fukushi Creative Inc. studio

and its brands to establish a new production base. ActRaiser, “Japan's #1 console RPG” according to
Famitsu, is the hallmark of the company's media production. "ActRaiser" series titles include the "King's
Letter" franchise, and "ActRaiser" is currently in the midst of a comeback. For more information, please

visit chunsoft.jp. ABOUT KOEI TECMO AMERICA: Koei Tecmo America, Inc. brings the best in action-
adventure games to PlayStation®4, PlayStation®3, PlayStation®Vita, and PSP® (PlayStation®Portable)
systems. The critically-acclaimed Dead or Alive® and Ninja Gaiden® series, as well as acclaimed titles
such as Warriors®, The Last Blade® and Warriors Orochi® 3, have been developed by KOEI Tecmo in

collaboration with Tecmo Koei Co., Ltd. Koei Tecmo America is a separate, independent subsidiary of KOEI
Tecmo Co., Ltd. based at 1430 Hatfield Pike, Foster City, CA 94404. For more information, please visit

koeitecmousa.com. SOFTWARE LICENSE NOTE: © KOEI TECMO

Elden Ring Features Key:
4- Player Online Conquest ?Using skillful combos and powerful team combos to overwhelm and push back

the enemy party, 4 (or more) players combine their strength to summon allies to destroy the enemy.
4- Player Deathmatch ?In the style of a survival game, defeat the enemy players as quickly as you can to

score points.
Strong Character Customization Options ?Easily complete your perfect character by freely changing your

appearance, equipment, and attributes.
Large World Exploration ?Encounter each creature, each dungeon, each treasure, and many other

surprises in this expansive world.
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Colorful battles that draw your attention to the impressive gameplay like the Core Art Style of the game and
Fantasy Action RPG nature.

Work towards challenging goals that force you to adjust your strategy even in extremely difficult battles.
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